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The war on salon waste.

The fight continues and SSA is on the 
frontline! From pesky peroxide to those 
contentious coffee cups, we take it all.

PA G E

Students chop locks for 
charity.

2
These Sydney students donated 173 
ponytails in just one hour!

PA G E

Your hair put to the test.

4
UTS researcher Rebecca Pagnucco 
releases her findings on how hair really 
stacks up as an oil-spill absorbent.

PA G E

Sustainable Salons Australia opens its program to new salon categories on 
the journey towards zero waste. 
      More on page 3.

Bow Wow!
Pups now saving

the planet.
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42 amazing students cut off their long, 
shiny ponytails resulting in a grand 
total of  173 ponytails collected by SSA! 

These pretty ponies will now be redirected to 
charitable organisations such as Variety The 
Children’s Charity to make wigs for Aussies 
suffering from cancer or alopecia.

The 2017 event was spear-headed by final 
year students Charlotte Doughty and Xanthe 
Muston, who took on the project from 2016 
graduate and event founder Miranda Ilchef. 

“With Miranda graduating in 2016, we 
didn’t want to see that legacy fall apart,” says 
Charlotte. “We may end up with short bobs, 
but our hair will grow back. For many going 
through treatment, it may not for a long 
while and that can affect their self  esteem.”

Miranda started the event in 2015 after 
watching her aunt lose her hair following 
breast cancer treatment.

“My aunt was lucky enough to have access 
to a wig,” Miranda says, “and I saw how it 
could bring a huge amount of  comfort and 
normality to those whose lives have been 
overturned by cancer treatment or alopecia.” 

“When Sustainable Salons first 
approached the ponytail donation process 
more than three years ago,” says SSA Co-
founder Paul Frasca, “there was not even 
half  the amount of  hair needed coming 
through to the correct channels. At the 
Variety charity alone, they need to collect 
4,000 ponytails each year to make enough 
wigs! So the significance of  what these girls 
did here is incredible!”

In 2015/16, SSA collected more than 
10,000 ponytails via its salon member 
network and the Wenona students.

Sustainable Salons Australia has been 
fighting the war on salon waste for quite a 
few years now. Did you know it all started 

with aluminium foil?
After a very long drive around Australia 

and many long discussions about hairdressing 
sustainability, we created a plan to study the 
bins of  160 salons. We found that salon waste 
had no place to go – except into landfill or into 
a council recycling bin. The problem with the 
council bin is that small businesses can’t put 
most of  their waste in it, like hair or chemical 
waste, most plastic or fillers – and they even tell 
hairdressers not to put their foil in the bin. Are 
they crazy? Aluminium is infinitely recyclable!  

From our study, we estimated that Australian 
salons alone are sending 1.5 million kilograms 
of  aluminium to landfill every year. 

So in 2012 we created Refoil – not only is it 
the first recycled foil product in the Australian 

salon industry, Refoil also educates salons on 
the right process to ensure all of  their salon foil 
is successfully recycled through their council 
recycling bin. The brand’s aim is to create zero 
foil waste.

That was step one.
Our goal was always to address the full 

contents of  a salon’s bin to fix the entire salon 
waste problem once and for all. Sustainable 
Salons Australia was brought to life in 2015 to 
do just that!

We are the first Aussie company to offer a 
comprehensive and achievable solution for 
sorting waste at the source, ready for recycling 
and repurposing – and we pride ourselves on 
doing this with complete transparency.

We know exactly where each sector of  waste 
goes because it’s collected by drivers who are 
employed by us and then sent directly from our 
depot. 

We know each recycling company by name 
and where they’re located. 

We know that our plastic waste is made 
into underground cable covers and landscape 
supplies by Plastic Forests, chemicals go to a 
company called Solveco where its recycled into 
water and used on construction sites, and our 
paper is collected by Loumbos Recycling in 
Sydney. 

Thanks to the dedication of  our salon 
members and the contribution made by you, 
the client, every day we’re fighting the war on 
waste… and winning.

Paul Frasca & Ewelina Soroko
Co-Founders, Sustainable Salons Australia 

Read more about SSA’s program in our 
War On (Salon) Waste special starting 
page 8!

For the third year running, Sustainable Salons Australia along 
with an awesome crew of teachers from TAFE NSW Ultimo 
and North Sydney were part of the Wenona School Ponytail 
Donation Drive… AKA, mass chop-a-thon! 

PONY
POWER!

The war on 
(salon) waste.

It’s official... the program has landed in Adelaide!

SA now on Team Green.

Here at Sustainable Salons, we were so 
overwhelmed by the South Australians’ 

love for sustainability, that we couldn’t resist 
their charms any longer. 

The teams at Kinky Curly Straight and Lush 
Hair were the first to jump aboard, with many 
more amazing green warriors following suit over 
the past month.

The SSA program now spans across five 
states/territories – NSW, ACT, VIC, QLD and 
SA, with more on the radar as we journey to 
zero waste!

SSA Manager SA Emma Hefferan.

SSA Driver SA Mandy Gevers.Kinky Curly Straight pioneers the SSA movement 
in SA.

Lush Hair joins the sustainable fun.

F R O M  T H E  F O U N D E R S

Left to right: Wenona students go the chop; Paul Frasca and Miranda Milchef  address students; organising student Xanthe Muston mid-donation; Charlotte Doughty and Xanthe Muston with the 173 ponytails collected.
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POOCHES AND
PEDICURES,

OH MY!
Did you know that the Sustainable Salons Australia program began in the 
hairdressing industry and now creates waste solutions for pet-groomers, beauty 
salons, dermal clinics and barbershops? The movement is spreading!

Meet Mocha! Foils and dog-whispering by SSA Creative Ambassador Shaun McGrath, photography by Faraz Ahmed Mughal.

”

We now recycle nearly everything that we 
use in our treatments. The weekly collection 
of  our general waste bin is now monthly – 
we’ve cut it down by 75%! Previously we’d 
fill two large recycling bins every fortnight, 
so we’re very happy that SSA now collects it 
to be recycled the right way and to support 
the community. Our clients are so inspired 
that they return any empty skincare 
packaging they purchase from us to include 
in our SSA collections.

Dermal Clinics James Vivian,
James Vivian Dermal Therapies, VIC”

Nicola Le Lievre, 
In Therapy, QLD

Beauty Salons

Pet-Groomers
“Becoming a part of  the Sustainable 
Salons family has given us the opportunity 
to teach people that even their pooch 
can help keep our planet beautiful. We 
love educating our clients about how hair 
clippings are collected to help clean up oil 
spills! The most gratifying part is taking out 
our general waste at the end of  the week 
and seeing how little we have! It just goes 
to show how much of  our waste can be 
recycled for the greater good.”

Alysha Magazinovic, 
DOGUE, Brighton VIC

“We introduced SSA into The Eastside 
Barbershop not long after we launched it 
in our salon, Catal Hair Concepts. Our 
barber staff wanted to know why the salon 
was sustainable and the barbershop wasn’t, 
so we knew then that if  they were passionate 
about it the clients would be too! We made 
finalist in our Council’s business awards for 
our sustainable practices and we’ve gained 
many new clients whom are also passionate 
about saving our planet.”

Amanda Nedza and Robert Catalano, 
The Eastside Barbershop, VIC

{ }

When I researched the positive impact 
SSA had on the hair industry I knew I 
wanted to get involved! SSA has given my 
team and me not only a point of  difference 
but also a great sense of  contribution to our 
environment and our community. After all, 
while doing what we love, why not go that 
tiny step further to help the environment? 
We teach our children to respect each other 
and I believe it’s just as important to teach 
them to respect the environment.

Barbers

”
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Our resident hair boom guru, UTS Masters student 
Rebecca Pagnucco, shares her findings so far on 
how the hair boom measures up to existing 
clean-up resources on the market.

When your hair is swept up off the salon floor, it’s picked up by Sustainable 
Salons and made into a hair boom that may one day be used to clean up an 
oil spill in The Great Barrier Reef.

There are solutions already on the market, such as highly-effective dispersants and 
booms made from organic (cotton and cellulose) and synthetic materials. Rebecca’s 
research is poised to answer whether they are as environmentally-friendly as they are 
effective, and can the hair boom do a much better job at both?

With two stages complete, Rebecca has discovered that hair is definitely holding its own 
on the boom market.

Above: Rebecca Pagnucco at her UTS rooftop research site. Photo by Bondi Films for UTS. Below left: Booms float in oil.

Hair stands up.

Results

B
oom

! TEST: 
Testing the filler material 

for water retention.

FINDINGS
• The inside of the synthetic boom has 
the least water retention, which is to be 

expected as it’s been specifically 
engineered this way. 

• Organic materials (cotton, cellulose and 
hair) are quite similar – hair is performing 

just as well as the other 
commercially-available organic 

sorbents.

RESEARCH RESULTS

TEST: Using oil to test the rate of oil absorbency.

FINDINGS
• The cotton and cellulose booms performed moderately,

 very similar to each other. 
• Significant improvement in the hair and the synthetic materials
 – these two are absorbing a lot more oil, but there are still some 

final tests to do to see which one comes out on top. 
Stay tuned!

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

TEST: 
Testing the outer (sock-like) 
material for water retention.

FINDINGS
• The netting holding the synthetic boom 

together sinks every time, which makes it a 
poor choice of material to encase the boom.

• The organic material holding the cotton and 
cellulose booms together performed the best. 
Therefore, changing the outer material for the 

hair boom to this same type of product will 
ensure it’s the most effective and 
environmentally-friendly solution.
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Hair Expo attracts more than 10,000 
industry professionals each year, and 
now shares a vision with SSA that 

incorporates:
• Our People – to support charities and 

organisations that can significantly benefit from 
what hairdressing industry professionals have to 
share.

• One Planet – to engage exhibitors, 
educators, and visitors to join us in adopting 
more environmentally-sustainable processes 
and products for future shows.

• Your Future – to find new ways to attract 
and energise the next generation of  hairdressers 
for the future success of  the industry.

“Ingrained in our heritage is the responsibility 
of  inspiring and motivating generations of  

hairdressers,” says Julia Erben, Event Director 
for Hair Expo Australia. “We now want to take 
our industry to the next level by contributing to 
its long-term sustainability.”

“Our future relies on a new wave of  
hairdressers that really care about the world 
around them,” adds SSA Co-founder, Paul 
Frasca. “We’re so excited to be collaborating 
with Hair Expo to make an even bigger ripple 
effect!”

While the SSA eco-dragon (research student 
Kendall Yates) was busy raising awareness at 
Hair Expo 2017 about the waste materials in 
our industry (looking at you disposable gloves 
and coffee cups), she was also conducting 
significant research that will now form the basis 
of  these initiatives through to 2020.

Paul raised many ‘ooohs’ and ‘aaahs’ 
over the program’s initiatives and 
accomplishments, while Shaun got 

down and dirty in the SSA bins and delivered 
a suite of  spectacular #WasteToWigs exhibits. 

One was made entirely from tint tubes 
fashioned into fern leaves, matted hair clippings 
became a tower of  flowers, folded TAFE NSW 

flyers gave luscious length to one ‘do, and a 
selection of  melted plastics formed the final 
avant garde masterpiece.  

It was a fantastic event by TAFE NSW – 
Sydney TAFE! A big congratulations to all the 
graduating students… it’s pretty clear that the 
future of  hairdressing is in great hands.

Leading hairdressing industry 
exhibition and event, Hair 
Expo Australia, has joined 
forces with Sustainable Salons 
Australia in a three-year 
collaboration towards a 
completely sustainable event 
by 2020. 

The sustainability headline act has been at it 
again! SSA Co-Founder Paul Frasca and Creative 
Ambassador Shaun McGrath presented a stylish show 
about waste at the recent TAFE NSW – Sydney TAFE 
Hairdressing Graduation and Awards Presentation.

When 
education 
goes to waste.

Expo
does 
ECO

SSA research student Kendall Yates surveys Hair Expo visitors.

Paul Frasca and Hair Expo Content Manager Elli Julia announce the partnership at Hair Expo 2017.

Above: Shaun McGrath and Paul Frasca entertain graduating students. Below: #WasteToWigs models.
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For goodness’ sake.
B rett McKinnon from The Murphy 

Gozzard Hair Community and a 
dedicated squad of  hairdressers from 

the SSA network and across the wider industry 
recently volunteered their time and skills for the 
annual Sydney Homeless Connect event. 

1 in 200 are homeless in Australia, and this 
number continues to grow. Sydney Homeless 

Connect holds a winter event each year in 
Sydney Town Hall where their open-door policy 
allows people who are homeless or at risk of  
becoming homeless to connect with service and 
care providers to help them move forward.

This year, 646 volunteers and 75 service 
providers made this incredible impact!

hot drinks

hot meals 

hugs 

shoes

haircuts

dental checks

birth certificates 

6000
5100
2500

560
211
70
29

Do Something!

Sydney volunteer team fronts Newtown Neighbourhood Centre.

A very happy client at the 2017 event.
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Sustainable Salons Australia participated 
in Do Something! Day on 19 July with 
community haircutting events happening 

at the same time across Brisbane, Sydney and 
Melbourne.

Founded by Sky News Channel’s Smart Money 
Anchor Host Jon Dee, in partnership with Your 
local club, Do Something! Day is Australia’s 
biggest celebration of  volunteering in our 
communities as we recognise the extraordinary 
contributions made by our everyday locals.

In Sydney, the event was held at Newtown 
Neighbourhood Centre, where the team 
provided free haircutting services for the      at-
risk, homeless and disadvantaged in the area.

The Melbourne team was focused on whipping 
out their best ‘cool’ haircuts at Frontyard Youth 

Services, an organisation addressing the needs 
of  young people aged between 12 and 25 years 
who are experiencing homelessness, at risk of  
homelessness, disengaged or requiring support.

In Brisbane, the team was onsite at Endeavour 
Foundation offering haircuts to the staff and 
supported employees to acknowledge the 
organisation’s dedication to partnering with 
people with a disability in the pursuit of  genuine 
fulfillment for all.

“Sometimes it’s the little things in life that can 
make our day, or give us the push to move one 
step closer toward accomplishing our goals,” 
says Elaine Macnish, Manager Community 
Strengthening Team at the Newtown 
Neighbourhood Centre. “A haircut is a thing that 
can do just that.” 

“When people talk about sustainability, more 
often than not, they forget about the ‘people’ 
element,” adds SSA Co-founder Paul Frasca. 
“That’s why initiatives such as Do Something! 
Day are so important – not only does it build 
awareness for the amazing services and 
volunteers out there, but it encourages us to 
actually get up and give our time, skills and 
resources for someone else’s benefit. Right now, 
we see this as one of  the most important goals of  
the sustainability movement.” 

Heartfelt thank you goes out to the amazing 
volunteer teams in each state:
New South Wales
Lea-Ann Suthern, Toni&Guy Newtown
Adeline Franciere, Franck Provost Bondi Beach

Shaun McGrath, Sustainable Salons Australia & 
Stevie English Hair Glebe 
Paul Frasca, Sustainable Salons Australia
Victoria
Zowie Evans, Zowie Evans Hairdressing 
                      Carlton North
Amanda Bowler, Copper & Grey Cremorne
Michelle Meade, Rubi Hair Richmond
Monique Ursini, Freelance hairdresser
Krystina Birch, Sustainable Salons Australia
Queensland
Luke Reynolds, Luke Reynolds Hairdressing 
                          New Farm
Emily Thoen, Elysium Hair Brisbane
Kaysie Gillis, Verona Hair Jindalee
Tamara Devita, Sustainable Salons Australia

The Australian Hairdressing Council and 
its salon members all around the country 

have been spreading smiles in collaboration with 
Starlight Children’s Foundation.

In its third year, the AHC’s Salon Select Smiles 
for Starlight Campaign raises funds aimed at 

making a difference in the lives of  seriously 
ill children. Through the incredible efforts of  
participating salons and their clients, this year’s 
campaign has raised a whopping $70,783!

$70,000 
SMILES.

Do Something!
13 volunteer hairdressers. 
3 cities. 81 haircuts. 4 hours.

Melbourne volunteers at Frontyard Youth Services. Zowie Evans on the tools at Frontyard Youth Services. Brisbane volunteer team with Endeavour Foundation staff and supported employees.

Colourful ‘dos and fun times in the Starlight salon.
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SAVE THE FISH!

To infinity & beyond. World-class plastic. The paper trail.

Metal is incredibly recyclable, in fact, aluminium is 
infinitely recyclable! SSA collects all foil, razors, colour 

and tint tubes from salons and sells them in bulk for scrap metal. 
All the proceeds from the recycling go directly to OzHarvest to 
help feed hungry Aussies – for every dollar donated, 2 meals 
are provided!

When SSA collects all paper from salons (i.e. 
cardboard, magazines, copy paper, packaging), it’s 

sent to Loumbos Recycling in Sydney where it’s graded 
and recycled into new paper products accordingly. 

And what about the great coffee cup debate? Thanks to 
the specialist paper grading system, coffee cups can go in the 
SSA Paper bin for recycling, as long as the lid is separated and 
placed in the Plastics bin.

About 250,000 tonnes of  plastic film are going to landfill 
every year just on the east coast of  Australia alone.

SSA collects plastic bottles, packaging/film and bags 
from salons and sends them to award-winning recycler 
Plastic Forests – the only company in the world that can 
clean contaminants such as food from plastic film without 
using water. The plastics are recycled into products such 
as underground cable covers and outdoor furniture, saving 
them from landfill.

Plastic Forests has just been selected as one of  Westpac’s 
Top 20 Businesses of  Tomorrow from close to 2,000 
entrants!

T H E  WA R  O N  ( S A L O N )  WA S T E

It’s a well-known fact that fish prefer not to swim in peroxide. That’s why Sustainable Salons 
Australia makes it possible for a salon to keep their excess chemicals out of  our waterways and 
put to good use instead.

What happens to a salon’s excess chemicals?
When a salon’s chemical bucket is full, SSA collects it and brings it back to the depot where it’s 

pooled into a 1000 litre drum. Once that drum is full, it’s collected by chemical waste recycler Solveco. 
These guys put it all through a neutralising process and extract all the water from the mixture. 

What is the end product?
This recycled water is sold back into manufacturing, and also used in construction and roadworks!

Is it true that chemical waste can normally only be collected at an industrial level?
Unfortunately this is true. Due to the cost involved in collecting and processing the waste, it’s more 
economical for Solveco to collect in minimum 1000-litre batches.                           
How does SSA make it possible for a small business to recycle their chemicals?

By collecting small amounts from a large salon network, SSA is able to pool the waste in order to 
meet the minimum requirements.[ ]

[

Shampoo and peroxide are approximately 98% water.

Only 14% of  plastic packaging is 
recycled globally.

Each tonne of  paper that is 
recycled saves almost 13 trees and 

31,780 litres of  water.Recycling aluminium 
takes 95% less energy 

than  producing 
it from its  raw 

materials!

] ][][

SSA provides chemical buckets to all SSA salon members.
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]

Aussies 
landfill 

of 
waste 
per 
year.

18 
million
tonnes
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Leading Australian food rescue organisation OzHarvest has just made history – 
they’ve opened the first ever ‘rescued’ food supermarket!

Fill bellies, not bins!

Magic mushies.

A load of Bokashi.

The OzHarvest Market in Kensington, Sydney, aims to 
make rescued food available for everyone, especially those 
in need, by operating on a ‘take what you need, give if  you 

can’ model. Pretty special, right?
“It supports OzHarvest’s purpose to nourish our country, by 

making sure good food does not go to waste and is available to 
everyone,” says OzHarvest CEO and Founder Ronni Kahn. “If  
times are tough and you’re in need of  food or other goods, you can 

take what you need, if  you can give something, then please do, it 
could even be your time or skills.”

The OzHarvest Market is powered by volunteers and opens 
weekdays from 10am to 2pm.

OzHarvest delivers rescued food direct to 900 charities across 
Adelaide, Brisbane, Canberra, Gold Coast, Melbourne, Newcastle 
and Perth, and in regional communities across the country. To 
date, the organisation has delivered more than 60 million meals 

and saved more than 20,000 tonnes of  food from ending up in 
landfill.

Sustainable Salons Australia is a very proud partner of  
OzHarvest – just by recycling our salon network’s metals, paper 
and broken tools, we provide 2,000 meals every month to those 
in need.

For more information, visit www.ozharvest.org/market

No, not those magic mushrooms, although 
these are just as exciting (well, we think 

so). Ryan Creed and Julian Mitchell, both ex-
FIFO mine employees, quit their day jobs to 
become mushroom farmers. Introducing Life 
Cykel - the mushrooms that are grown in a 
box, on your kitchen table, in coffee waste.

Only 1% of  the beans used to make your 
coffee actually end up in your coffee, the other 
99% end up in landfill releasing harmful CO2 
and generally taking up precious space.

Ryan and Julian recycle 40kg of  coffee 
waste every week in their farms in Fremantle, 
Melbourne and Noosa, which they then box up 

and send to you in this nifty grow-your-own set-
up.

The Life Cyckel Mushroom Box produces 
roughly two harvests of  delicious gourmet oyster 
mushrooms. After that, the substrate (mushroom 
‘soil’) makes great food for your plants because 
it’s packed with nutrients!

This August, SSA is partnering with Life 
Cykel to give away Mushroom Boxes every 
week… follow @SustainableSalonsAustralia on 
Instagram for your chance to win a mushroom 
treat!

Read more at www.lifecykel.com

When organic waste is dumped in 
landfill, it generates methane, which 

when released into the atmosphere is 20 
times more potent than carbon dioxide! 
Sustainable Salons Australia encourages 
its salon members to jump on the bokashi 
bandwagon! 

Bokashi is a Japanese term meaning 
‘fermented organic matter’ – it simply 
relies on a bran mix to ferment kitchen 
waste, including meat and dairy, into a 

safe soil builder and nutrient-rich tea 
for gardens! It’s an easy, compact and  
odour-free composting solution for small 
spaces (like salons!). 

SSA went straight to the experts at 
Bokashi Composting Australia who supply 
salons with the Bokashi One systems, 
made locally in Sydney by founder Maree 
O’Malley and her brilliant bokashi team! 

Visit www.bokashi.com.au to find out more!

T H E  WA R  O N  ( S A L O N )  WA S T E

Rescued produce on display at the OzHarvest Market.

Ryan Creed (L) and Julian Mitchell (R).
The Life Cykel Mushroom box 
bears shrooms.

The Bokashi One system - a simple 
bucket can do wonders for the planet!
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Sustainable Salons Australia stumbled upon a different kind of  sustainable artisan recently. Previously 
a geologist, Marcus Thompson gave up the rocks to become a full-time timber craftsman from his 

workshop in Warburton VIC, called Stringybark Supplies.
Marcus made the nifty little timber cardholders now sitting on the front desk of  all sustainable salons. 

The SSA team loves his work, but it’s his ethos that really captured our attention.
“Sustainability is vitally important to me,” says Marcus. “Without sustainable practices we are counting 

down the time until something eventually gives – whether it's ourselves or a future generation, someone 
will eventually pay for it.”

Marcus sources all of  his wood products from trees and branches that have either fallen naturally in a 
storm or have been cut down for purposes completely unrelated to Stringybark Supplies, such as power line 
work. He cuts the pieces into various products such as place-card and candle-stick holders for weddings and 
events, with the emphasis on keeping the natural feel of  each piece.

“It's also refreshing to see businesses like SSA that are built not just to be sustainable themselves,” adds 
Marcus, “but are actively promoting sustainability to hundreds of  small businesses.”

The Green Chair is an industry-first 
newspaper publication dedicated to 
showcasing and promoting the positive impact 
that the Sustainable Salons Australia initiatives 
and its members have on the community and 
the environment. Each issue aims to inspire 
with community-minded, sustainability-
focused news stories trending in and outside 
of  the hairdressing industry. It is distributed 
quarterly to salons Australia-wide.

Sustainable Salons Australia is a 
comprehensive resource recovery 
program committed to reducing the 
salon’s ecological footprint. We collect up 
to 95% of  the salon’s waste and divert it 
from landfill by collaborating on reuse 
solutions, while rewarding the salon and 
giving back to the community. 

PUBLISHER
Sustainable Salons Australia

EDITOR
Hayley Miller

DESIGN
Faraz Ahmed Mughal

ENQUIRIES
thegreenchair@sustainablesalons.com.au

ENQUIRIES
www.sustainablesalons.com.au/contact

@SustainableSalonsAustralia

Printed using paper from sustainable 
sources.

Got a sustainable story to tell?

The fallen ones.

One fur all.

Sweet sustainabilty.

Silence Saves.

The self-confessed “crazy dog ladies” at Raw Edge Hairdressing in Geelong, 
VIC are standing up for their furry friends with a weekly donation to Geelong 
Animal Rescue. 

“Animals don’t have a voice,” says salon owner Caitlyn Menzel, “and 
that’s why we give 1% of  our entire revenue to GAR, which equates to a few 
hundred bucks a week. They re-home pets who have been abandoned, and 
they’re 100% operated by volunteers with no government funding.

“All of  our clients are fellow crazy dog ladies (and men), so they LOVE what 
we do!”

La Bimbi in New Acton, ACT has sweetened its sustainability 
offering in salon! 

“We have a Greek man named Stavros who pops around selling 
us organic honey and honey comb from his own beehive,” says Gess 
Mazis, La Bimbi’s owner. “I absolutely love the concept of  it being 
fresh with no chemicals… the entire team purchases it, as do so many 
of  our clients. My favourite part is that there are no frilly labels – just 
amazing organic honey in reusable glass jars of  all shapes and sizes!”

But wait, there’s more! Gess and husband Peter employ The 
Sustainable Gardener for their home in Canberra – the company has 
made it their mission to provide sustainable gardening services and 
employment opportunities for people with disabilities. Now that’s a 
sweet deal!

“Society has lost the power to just hear each other,” says Jenni 
Tarrant, owner of  Bond Hair Religion in Kingston, ACT. “So I 
decided to show (visually) the need for truly hearing without a voice.”

For one week, Jenni took a vow of  silence to raise awareness for 
those who feel alone and unheard in their struggle with mental 
health and abuse. In doing so, she also raised $6137 for Lifeline, an 
organisation that trains volunteers to help people by listening, not 
necessarily solving.

“The interesting outcome for me was people's inability to 
understand that to not speak DID NOT mean not hearing. People 
were speaking really loudly at me and doing charades… it seems that 
we truly do relate one with the other and struggle to separate the 
ability to just hear.”

Jenni’s donation will create 237 life-saving calls to Lifeline. 

T H E  S S A  M O V E M E N T

 Email it to thegreenchair@sustainablesalons.com.au

Jenni Tarrant takes her vow of silence.
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We turn our waste
 into food. 

(not literally)

Sustainable Salons Australia collects all 
of our used aluminium, foil, colour tubes, 

cardboard, paper, magazines, razor blades 
and broken tools.

All of these materials are sold for recycling 
and the profits are donated to OzHarvest to 

help feed hungry Australians.

The Sustainable Salons Australia network 
donates 2,000 meals 

every month!


